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Please complete this application if you are interested in participating in the 2009 ISEE/CfAO
Professional Development Program (PDP). This is a long application but please read it
carefully and fill it out completely. PDP workshops require registration fees and travel. Section
V of this application is a request for support/funding, which is not guaranteed, but please do not
hesitate to apply. You will receive notification of your acceptance and funding award by February
6, 2009. Please do not begin making travel/accommodation plans until you have received your
notification.

By completing this application, you are applying to the full 2009 Professional Development
Program, which requires full participation in all program workshops and activities as follows (see
also http://cfao.ucolick.org/EO/PDP/):
• Advancing Inquiry and the PDP Community  - a new day of workshops for returning

participants only, April 4, 2009, UC Santa Cruz
• Inquiry in Science & Engineering Learning & Teaching (“I-SELT”)  - An intensive comprised

of many workshops for experiencing, reflecting on, and applying inquiry in activity design,
May 8-12, 2009,Maui

• Participation on a design team  - beginning at I-SELT and continuing after to design and
implement an inquiry activity

• Facilitating Learners Engaged in Inquiry and Final Planning for Inquiry Activities  - ~½-day
of workshops, spring/summer 2009 in Hawai`i andSanta Cruz, specific dates and locations
TBD

• Participation on an instructional team to teach your design  - other teaching opportunities and
responsibilities may be available  - wide range of venues and options

• Brief report on your experience (a template is provided)

Priority Deadline: December 15, 2008
Note earlier deadline compared to 1st-year participants!

Please return to Beth Reed,
electronically to reedb@ucolick.org

or by fax to 831-459-5717

SECTION I: Confirmation that you are an eligible “Returning Participant”

Did you attend Re-Thinking Science & Engineering Learning & Teaching
(“Re-SELT”) in January 2009? (January 10 on Maui) (January 16 inSanta Cruz)
STOP HERE. The Re-SELT workshops were for new participants, so you
probably should be filling out a “1st-Year Participant” application, not this one.

Your past participation in the PDP:

I participated in a “full cycle” of the PDP/PDW in a previous year.
(The workshop(s) and teaching on a design/instructional team.)

GOOD. This application is for you.

I did not participate in a “full cycle” of the PDP/PDW in a previous year,
and I did not participate in a 2009 “Re-SELT”.

STOP HERE. The “Re-SELT” workshops were a required introduction
for new participants. Please contact us with your concerns or situation.
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SECTION II: Applicant Information

Last Name:   First Name:

    M       F Ethnicity: U.S. Citizen?       Yes       No

Title:   Dept:

Institution/University/Organization/Company:

Advisor / Supervisor:  her/his email:
Current Address:

City:   State/Country:   Zip:

Telephone:   Fa  Fax:

Email Address:

I am interested in returning to the ISEE/CfAO Professional Development Program because
(briefly, not more than 100 words):

For STUDENTS To Complete:

Degree Pursuing:  Field:

Expected Graduation Date:

Degrees Held, Institutions, & Dates Earned:
Career Interest:

Academia, Research Emphasis
Academia, Teaching Emphasis
Industry
Government
Other
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SECTION II CONTINUED

For POSTDOCS To Complete:

Field:  Date current postdoc ends:

Degrees Held, Institutions & Dates Earned:
Career Interest:

Academia, Research Emphasis
Academia, Teaching Emphasis
Industry
Government
Other

For PROFESSIONALS To Complete:

Current Position:

Degrees Held, Institutions & Dates Earned:

SECTION III: Plans for PDP Participation and Teaching Experience

We strongly encourage past participants to return and contribute for multiple years, and we are
excited about your interest. Returning participants continue to learn and gain new insights and
skills. They also enrich the overall Program experience, and can contribute in ways ranging from
small acts of leadership to growing into PDP staff members.

We are particularly interested in returning participants who have put the PDP’s ideas into
practice. We would like to accommodate the needs and interests of all committed returning
participants, but we are unable to guarantee this. The PDP is never static and is always being
adapted and re-designed; the questions in this section help us match your interests and
experience with possible roles available.

Have you completed a post-teaching report from your last PDP “cycle”?     Yes      No
If no, please complete this by the application deadline; it is available from your design/teaching
consultant or PDP staff. If you have questions or concerns, please contact Lisa Hunter. We
require the report for consideration.

Roles. Roles for returning participants are always in flux. At this time we are unable to say for
certain what participant paths and options will be available. But we would like to hear what you
may be interested in, and it may inform our work moving forward. This list is not exhaustive or
exclusive and you may check as many as you like. (See next page:)
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SECTION III CONTINUED

Shadower: An emphasis on studying facilitation, usually for participants who have been
through the PDP twice before. This requires an ability to be unobtrusive yet productively
pursue a question or interest (usually very self-directed).
Design Team Leader: Lead a small team (3-5 people) in the design of a new educational
activity, the re-design of an existing activity, or the refinement of an existing activity. We
depend on DTLs to carry much of the responsibility for progress before, during, and
especially after formal PDP workshops, through to the actual teaching. Typically this is open
to any returning participant who took part in the complete cycle before (including teaching).
Past Design Presenter: We are not sure of the format this year, but we always like to
highlight experiences and innovations that come up from the participant community itself.
This role may require planning and practicing a presentation ahead of time. This is open to
any returning participant but we do not know how many presenters we may need.
Other advanced roles: Please let us know if you have a concrete idea. We cannot guarantee
that we can accommodate your interests but we would like to hear about it!

Please give a brief description of why you would like to take on the roles indicated above,
and what experiences you bring to those roles.

Applying PDP ideas in a real teaching experience is required of all participants. It is strongly
recommended that participants teach in a PDP-affiliated program or course.

Please review the tentative list of possible teaching venues on page 7 of this application and at
http://cfao.ucolick.org/EO/PDP/. Tell us which teaching venues interest you, and why. If you are
not available or not interested in anything on the list, please tell us your ideas for how you will
complete your PDP teaching experience. Note that PDP inquiry activity designs are intended for
“lab” settings.
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Item
Amount

Requested
Amount funded from

your grants, advisor/PI,
dept., or other source

Registration Fee ($225, includes meals) $ $
Airfare
Accommodations
Double Occupancy*: ~$80 per person per night (including taxes)
You will need to stay 2-3 nights (arrive 4/2 or 4/3, depart 4/5).
Local travel / ground transportation
Meals not included in the workshops**
Other
TOTAL A. B.

SECTION IV: Funding

There are registration fees for PDP workshops. The registration fee for Advancing Inquiry and the
PDP Community , a new returning-participant only day, is $225. The registration fee for the “I-
SELT” workshops is $1500.
Many research grants, departments, and other funding sources can support educational
professional development activities. Please consider whether you have access to such external
funds to support your participation in the PDP (entirely or in part). If you have insufficient
funding, please apply for an award. We cannot guarantee financial support for all participants and
we must prioritize (especially those who can commit to teaching in our affiliated programs), but
we would like to support as many participants as possible. Please contact us if you have questions
or concerns.
For travel planning:
• The new Advancing Inquiry and the PDP Community workshops are approximately

9am-5pm on Saturday, April 4. The day before (Friday April 3) is an optional day at UCSC
with possible lab tours and participation in a PDP symposium. Therefore please plan to
travel on either April 2 or 3 and return on April 5.

• “I-SELT” starts at 4:00pm on May 8, and ends with a celebration dinner on May 12.

BOTH OF THESE ARE REQUIRED FOR RETURNING PARTICIPANTS.
(However, please don’t confuse the 1st-year participants, who do not come to the April UCSC day.)

Here and on the next page, please work through your costs of attendance and tell us how you
plan to cover those costs:

Advancing Inquiry and the PDP Community, April 4, 2009, UC Santa Cruz:

*Single occupancy: Singles will not be funded in 2009, unless participant covers additional cost with personal funds
** For those whose travel requires additional meals due to distance from Santa Cruz

I am requesting a funding award of $   (Fill in total from box A above)
from CfAO/ISEE/AWI.

Please briefly describe the source(s) of funding not included in your funding request (from box
B, above):

DON’T FORGET THE NEXT PAGE!!!
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Item Amount Requested

Amount funded from
your grants, advisor/

PI,
dept., or other source

Registration Fee ($1500, includes meals) $ $
Airfare
Accommodations
Double Occupancy*: ~$90 per person per night (including taxes)
You will need to stay 5 nights (arrive 5/8, depart 5/13).
Local travel / Ground transportation
~$75 for roundtrip shuttle to/from Maui Airport & Royal Lahaina
Meals not included in the workshops**
Other
TOTAL A. B.

Inquiry in Science & Engineering Learning & Teaching, May 8-12 2009, Maui:

*Single occupancy: Singles will not be funded in 2009, unless participant covers additional cost with personal funds
** For those whose travel requires additional meals due to distance from Maui

I am requesting a funding award of $   (Fill in total from box A above)
from CfAO/ISEE/AWI.

Please briefly describe the source(s) of funding not included in your funding request (from box
B, above):
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Course or program Topics Location Approximate
dates

Ideal teaching
commitment by
PDP participant

Akamai Optics Short
Course
(college level)

Optics, instrumentation
engineering, Maui
science and tech, to
prepare interns for an
internship

Maui,
Hawaii

Intensive 1 week
in early June,
2009

A team of 3-5
collectively teaching
all 5 days, all day

Akamai Observatory
Short Course
(college level)

Astronomy, telescopes,
optics, observatory
engineering, to prepare
interns for an internship

Big Island,
Hawaii

Intensive 1 week
in early/mid June
2009

A team of 3-5
collectively teaching
all 5 days, all day

Electro-Optics Courses
(college level)

Remote sensing, basic
electro-optical
instrumentation

Maui,
Hawaii

Academic year
2009-2010; dates
within that time
flexible

3 teams of 3-4. Each
team teaches 1 lab unit
taking up ~2 lab
periods

Adaptive Optics
Summer School
(grad and professional
level)

Adaptive optics
(astronomy and vision
science)

Santa Cruz,
CA

Summer 2009 1-3 teams of 2-3 each
for intensive lab units

UCSC BioMed Research
Prep Course
(college level)

Open to any content area
that will prepare
undergrads for a
biomedical research
experience

Santa Cruz,
CA

1 week in late
June to early
August 2009

A team of 3-5
collectively teaching
all 5 days, all day

UCSC Lab Courses
(college level)

Open within Engineering,
Physical, or Biological
Sciences

Santa Cruz,
CA

Academic year
2009-2010

2-3 different teams of
2-3 each. Teams teach
lab units

UCSC School of
Engineering Programs
(pre-college and college
level)

Open within engineering
disciplines

Santa Cruz,
CA and/or
the area

Some in summer
2009; others vary

1-2 teams of 2-3 each
for possible activities
in outreach programs

Workshops for
Engineering and Science
Transfers (WESTs)
(college level)

Open to any content area
relevant to incoming
junior-transfer science
and engineering majors

Santa Cruz,
CA

2-3 days in mid-
Sept, 2009

~2 different teams of
3-4 each, collectively
teaching 2-3 days, all
day

Hartnell Astronomy Lab
(college level)

Astronomy Salinas, CA Fall 2009 2-3 teams of 2-3
people each, take over
lab units

Hartnell Summer Bridge
Program
(entering college level)

Open to any science or
engineering area

Salinas, CA 1 week in late
June to early
Aug, 2009

2-3 different teams of
3-4. Each team
teaches a 1-week
intensive (all day)

Tentative Teaching Venues for 2009 PDP Participants

The following teaching venues are very tentative, they are not all guaranteed, and they are not
exhaustive (more opportunities usually come up). They are listed here to give you an idea and
general perspective on the types of teaching opportunities likely to be available. Details will be
added and additions made as they become available. We hope to have all teaching venues
finalized by March 2009.
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Please complete this application if you are interested in participating in the 2009 ISEE/CfAO Professional Development Program (PDP). This is a long application but please read it carefully and fill it out completely. PDP workshops require registration fees and travel. Section V of this application is a request for support/funding, which is not guaranteed, but please do not hesitate to apply. You will receive notification of your acceptance and funding award by February 6, 2009. Please do not begin making travel/accommodation plans until you have received your notification. 
By completing this application, you are applying to the full 2009 Professional Development Program, which requires full participation in all program workshops and activities as follows (see also http://cfao.ucolick.org/EO/PDP/):
·         Advancing Inquiry and the PDP Community  - a new day of workshops for returning participants only, April 4, 2009, UC Santa Cruz
·         Inquiry in Science & Engineering Learning & Teaching (“I-SELT”)  - An intensive comprised of many workshops for experiencing, reflecting on, and applying inquiry in activity design, May 8-12, 2009,Maui
·         Participation on a design team  - beginning at I-SELT and continuing after to design and implement an inquiry activity
·         Facilitating Learners Engaged in Inquiry and Final Planning for Inquiry Activities  - ~½-day of workshops, spring/summer 2009 in Hawai`i andSanta Cruz, specific dates and locations TBD 
·         Participation on an instructional team to teach your design  - other teaching opportunities and responsibilities may be available  - wide range of venues and options
·         Brief report on your experience (a template is provided)
Priority Deadline: December 15, 2008
Note earlier deadline compared to 1st-year participants!
Please return to Beth Reed,
electronically to reedb@ucolick.org
or by fax to 831-459-5717
SECTION I: Confirmation that you are an eligible “Returning Participant”
(“Re-SELT”) in January 2009?
(January 10 on Maui)
(January 16 inSanta Cruz)
STOP HERE. The Re-SELT workshops were for new participants, so you probably should be filling out a “1st-Year Participant” application, not this one.
Your past participation in the PDP:
(The workshop(s) and teaching on a design/instructional team.)
GOOD. This application is for you.
STOP HERE. The “Re-SELT” workshops were a required introduction for new participants. Please contact us with your concerns or situation.
SECTION II: Applicant Information
Last Name: 
  First Name: 
    M      F
Ethnicity:
U.S. Citizen?      Yes      No   
Title:
  Dept:
In
stitution/University/Organization/Company:
Advisor / Supervisor:
 her/his email:
Current Address:
City: 
  State/Country: 
  Zip: 
Telephone: 
  Fa
  Fax: 
Email Address: 
I am interested in returning to the ISEE/CfAO Professional Development Program because (briefly, not more than 100 words):
For STUDENTS To Complete:
Degree Pursuing: 
 Field: 
Expected Graduation Date: 
Degrees Held, Institutions, & Dates Earn
ed: 
Career Interest: 
SECTION II CONTINUED
For POSTDOCS To Complete: 
Field:
 Date current postdoc ends:
Degrees Held,
 Institutions & Dates Earned:
Career Interest: 
For PROFESSIONALS To Complete:
Current Position:
Degrees Held, Institutions & Dates Earned: 
SECTION III: Plans for PDP Participation and Teaching Experience
We strongly encourage past participants to return and contribute for multiple years, and we are excited about your interest. Returning participants continue to learn and gain new insights and skills. They also enrich the overall Program experience, and can contribute in ways ranging from small acts of leadership to growing into PDP staff members. 
We are particularly interested in returning participants who have put the PDP’s ideas into practice. We would like to accommodate the needs and interests of all committed returning participants, but we are unable to guarantee this. The PDP is never static and is always being adapted and re-designed; the questions in this section help us match your interests and experience with possible roles available. 
Have you completed a post-teaching report from your last PDP “cycle”? 
    Yes     No
If no, please complete this by the application deadline; it is available from your design/teaching consultant or PDP staff. If you have questions or concerns, please contact Lisa Hunter. We require the report for consideration.
Roles. Roles for returning participants are always in flux. At this time we are unable to say for certain what participant paths and options will be available. But we would like to hear what you may be interested in, and it may inform our work moving forward. This list is not exhaustive or exclusive and you may check as many as you like. (See next page:)
SECTION III CONTINUED
Please give a brief description of why you would like to take on the roles indicated above, and what experiences you bring to those roles.
Applying PDP ideas in a real teaching experience is required of all participants. It is strongly recommended that participants teach in a PDP-affiliated program or course.
Please review the tentative list of possible teaching venues on page 7 of this application and at http://cfao.ucolick.org/EO/PDP/. Tell us which teaching venues interest you, and why. If you are not available or not interested in anything on the list, please tell us your ideas for how you will complete your PDP teaching experience. Note that PDP inquiry activity designs are intended for “lab” settings.
Item
Amount Requested
Amount funded from your grants, advisor/PI, dept., or other source
Registration Fee ($225, includes meals)
$
$
Airfare
Accommodations
Double Occupancy*: ~$80 per person per night (including taxes)
You will need to stay 2-3 nights (arrive 4/2 or 4/3, depart 4/5).
Local travel / ground transportation
Meals not included in the workshops**
Other
TOTAL
A. 
B.
SECTION IV: Funding
There are registration fees for PDP workshops. The registration fee for Advancing Inquiry and the PDP Community, a new returning-participant only day, is $225. The registration fee for the “I-SELT” workshops is $1500. 
Many research grants, departments, and other funding sources can support educational professional development activities. Please consider whether you have access to such external funds to support your participation in the PDP (entirely or in part). If you have insufficient funding, please apply for an award. We cannot guarantee financial support for all participants and we must prioritize (especially those who can commit to teaching in our affiliated programs), but we would like to support as many participants as possible. Please contact us if you have questions or concerns. 
For travel planning: 
·         The new Advancing Inquiry and the PDP Community workshops are approximately 9am-5pm on Saturday, April 4. The day before (Friday April 3) is an optional day at UCSC with possible lab tours and participation in a PDP symposium. Therefore please plan to travel on either April 2 or 3 and return on April 5. 
·         “I-SELT” starts at 4:00pm on May 8, and ends with a celebration dinner on May 12. 
BOTH OF THESE ARE REQUIRED FOR RETURNING PARTICIPANTS. 
(However, please don’t confuse the 1st-year participants, who do not come to the April UCSC day.)
Here and on the next page, please work through your costs of attendance and tell us how you plan to cover those costs:
Advancing Inquiry and the PDP Community, April 4, 2009, UC Santa Cruz:
*Single occupancy: Singles will not be funded in 2009, unless participant covers additional cost with personal funds
** For those whose travel requires additional meals due to distance from Santa Cruz
I am requesting a funding award of $
  (Fill in total from box A above)
from CfAO/ISEE/AWI.
Please briefly describe the source(s) of funding not included in your funding request (from box B, above):
DON’T FORGET THE NEXT PAGE!!!
Item
Amount Requested 
Amount funded from your grants, advisor/PI,
dept., or other source
Registration Fee ($1500, includes meals)
$
$
Airfare
Accommodations
Double Occupancy*: ~$90 per person per night (including taxes)
You will need to stay 5 nights (arrive 5/8, depart 5/13).
Local travel / Ground transportation
~$75 for roundtrip shuttle to/from Maui Airport & Royal Lahaina
Meals not included in the workshops**
Other
TOTAL
A. 
B.
Inquiry in Science & Engineering Learning & Teaching, May 8-12 2009, Maui:
*Single occupancy: Singles will not be funded in 2009, unless participant covers additional cost with personal funds
** For those whose travel requires additional meals due to distance from Maui 
I am requesting a funding award of $
  (Fill in total from box A above)
from CfAO/ISEE/AWI.
Please briefly describe the source(s) of funding not included in your funding request (from box B, above):
Course or program
Topics
Location
Approximate dates
Ideal teaching commitment by PDP participant
Akamai Optics Short Course
(college level)
Optics, instrumentation engineering, Maui science and tech, to prepare interns for an internship
Maui, Hawaii
Intensive 1 week in early June, 2009
A team of 3-5 collectively teaching all 5 days, all day
Akamai Observatory Short Course
(college level)
Astronomy, telescopes, optics, observatory engineering, to prepare interns for an internship
Big Island, Hawaii
Intensive 1 week in early/mid June 2009
A team of 3-5 collectively teaching all 5 days, all day
Electro-Optics Courses
(college level)
Remote sensing, basic electro-optical instrumentation
Maui, Hawaii
Academic year 2009-2010; dates within that time flexible
3 teams of 3-4. Each team teaches 1 lab unit taking up ~2 lab periods
Adaptive Optics Summer School
(grad and professional level)
Adaptive optics (astronomy and vision science)
Santa Cruz, CA
Summer 2009
1-3 teams of 2-3 each for intensive lab units
UCSC BioMed Research Prep Course
(college level)
Open to any content area that will prepare undergrads for a biomedical research experience
Santa Cruz, CA
1 week in late June to early August 2009
A team of 3-5 collectively teaching all 5 days, all day
UCSC Lab Courses
(college level)
Open within Engineering, Physical, or Biological Sciences
Santa Cruz, CA
Academic year 2009-2010
2-3 different teams of 2-3 each. Teams teach lab units
UCSC School of Engineering Programs
(pre-college and college level)
Open within engineering disciplines
Santa Cruz, CA and/or the area
Some in summer 2009; others vary
1-2 teams of 2-3 each for possible activities in outreach programs
Workshops for Engineering and Science Transfers (WESTs)
(college level)
Open to any content area relevant to incoming junior-transfer science and engineering majors
Santa Cruz, CA
2-3 days in mid-Sept, 2009
~2 different teams of 3-4 each, collectively teaching 2-3 days, all day
Hartnell Astronomy Lab
(college level)
Astronomy
Salinas, CA
Fall 2009
2-3 teams of 2-3 people each, take over lab units
Hartnell Summer Bridge Program
(entering college level)
Open to any science or engineering area
Salinas, CA
1 week in late June to early Aug, 2009
2-3 different teams of 3-4. Each team teaches a 1-week intensive (all day)
Tentative Teaching Venues for 2009 PDP Participants
The following teaching venues are very tentative, they are not all guaranteed, and they are not exhaustive (more opportunities usually come up). They are listed here to give you an idea and general perspective on the types of teaching opportunities likely to be available. Details will be added and additions made as they become available. We hope to have all teaching venues finalized by March 2009.
Roles discussed at Tenaya Retreat:
Lisa Hunter
Normal
Scott Seagroves
9
Microsoft Office Word
11/3/2008 5:22:00 PM
10/31/2008 1:33:00 PM
11/3/2008 5:29:00 PM
188
7
2095
12032
4
Center for Adaptive Optics
90624
438
190
14009
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